
All the latest updates for flexible trainees at the NNUH 

Welcome! 

Welcome to the second edition of LTFT matters at the NNUH. The purpose of the newsletter is 

to update flexible trainees working at the NNUH about all the latest news and guidelines relating 

to flexible working. 

 

 

The BMA have a very active LTFT subcommittee of the JDC, and they have had significant 

successes in recent years e.g., they successfully lobbied NHS England into allowing LTFTs to 

work locum shifts in the same way as their fulltime colleagues. If you want to get involved in 

the LTFT forum drop them an email info.jdc@bma.org.uk . There are upcoming elections to 

the JDC and you may wish to contact the current representatives [Lucy-Jane Davis or Ruth-

Anna Macqueen] for more information. 
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You may remember in the previous newsletter that the planned expansion of LTFT; the 

Category 3 extension scheme, had been paused by HEE. 

Cat 3 was created in response to the Enhancing Junior Doctors Working Lives paper and 

involved negotiations between the BMA and NHSE. This new category for LTFT 

application meant that trainees no longer need to meet the previous criteria to apply. 

The pilot was initially aimed at a small group of specialties; ED, Paediatrics and Obs-

Gynae. It was further extended to new applicants in March 2020. 

It was announced earlier this summer that Health Education East of England will adopt 

a revised Cat 3 extension as part of the HEE Medical Education Reform Programme. 

The revision aims to help trainees recover from the fatigue of working through the 

pandemic.  An application must be made with at least 12 weeks’ notice of the intended 

start date of LTFT and initial terms are limited to 4 months LTFT at 80%. There is 

provision for extending with certain local agreements. More info can be found at 

https://heeoe.hee.nhs.uk/faculty-educators/less-full-time-training 

This is certainly a step in the right direction towards opening up LTFT working to all 

trainees and I would encourage you to spread the word to colleagues in your specialty. 

  

mailto:info.jdc@bma.org.uk
https://heeoe.hee.nhs.uk/faculty-educators/less-full-time-training
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LTFT Pay Explained 

The junior doctor pay slip became much more complex following the 2016 contract negotiation. 

There may still be some trainees who are paid according to the previous TCS with a basic 

pay/banding supplement format but the vast majority, LTFTs will now be paid on the 2016 

format.  The BMA produce a really neat worked example for calculating LTFT pay which can 

be found at  

https://www.bma.org.uk/pay-and-contracts/pay/ltft/less-than-full-time-trainees-pay-explained 

Below I have summarized this into its main points 

Basic Pay 

Take the full time pay for your nodal point 

Divide this amount by 40 (the figure that full time work is based on) 

Multiply this figure by the average weekly hours that you work. 

Night Working 

Any hours receiving an enhanced rate of 37% of your basic hourly pay. This is not pro-rata but 

based on the actual number of hours worked 

Weekend Allowance 

Based on your commitment to the weekend rota (this may be different to your LTFT %) 

Divide total number of weekends for full time workers by the total number of weekends in the 

LTFT commitment. 

Multiply this number by the cash value of the weekend allowance for a FT trainee at your nodal 

point. 

On-call Availability / Non-resident oncall 

The value of the 8% allowance is paid pro-rata to your LTFT commitment to the rota. 

Divide the full time oncall commitment by the LTFT oncall commitement. E.g if full time was 

1 in 4 and the LTFT is 1 in 7 then divide 4 by 7. 

Multiple this figure by the cash value of the oncall allowance given to a full-time trainee at your 

nodal point. 

Annual Allowance 

All LTFTs are entitled to an annual allowance of £1000. It is not pro-rated. 

Flexible Pay Premia 

Find the flexible pay premia for a full time trainee in your specialty and multiple this by your 

LTFT percentage 

 

Flexible Training Link 

To bring the trust in line with best practice for LTFT working, HR has recently appointed a 

flexible training link person; Chloe Chettleburgh. Until now, if a trainee had a query relating to 

LTFT working then it was dealt with by the medical workforce advisor for their particular 

specialty. 

The situation now means that all LTFT queries can be directed either via me or directly to Chloe. 

Over time she will undoubtedly accrue a wealth of knowledge and experience and be able to 

offer accurate advice when it comes to contracts, pay and conditions of employment for LTFTs. 

 

LTFT_NNUH@nnuh.nhs.uk 

https://www.bma.org.uk/pay-and-contracts/pay/ltft/less-than-full-time-trainees-pay-explained
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Bank Holidays and Leave 

Did you know that LTFTs are entitled to bank holidays as a pro-rata amount rounded up to the 

nearest half day. This should be added to your annual leave entitlement. Just as is the case for 

full time workers, if you work on a public holiday then a day off in lieu can be applied. 

 

Supported Return to Training Course 

This autumn/winter we are running another SuppoRTT course at the NNUH. This is a one-day 

course aimed at trainees who may be returning to training after a >3month absence. The day 

includes some workshops on flexible training as well as Sim based scenarios to help trainees 

regain clinical confidence after time away. If you know of anybody who might benefit from the 

course, please drop me an email or contact Sophie Hudson in the NANIME office. 

LTFT Training for Supervisors 

Supervising a flexible trainee can be a new experience for even the most seasoned supervisors. 

Thankfully, e-lfh have produced a short module aimed at supervisors who might be 

supervising an LTFT for the first time. 

It can be accessed at https://www.e-lfh.org.uk 

The module is called Supervision of Less Than Full Time Trainees (LTFT) 

Always here to help 

Of course, if you encounter any problems with your work as an LTFT I am always happy to 

help. I can be contacted at LTFT_NNUH@nnuh.nhs.uk or matthew.roe@nnuh.nhs.uk.  

 

Dec 2021 – Jan 2022 (tbc) 

Centrum Sim Centre 

https://www.e-lfh.org.uk/
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